Abstract
Introduction
Age-related facial technologies generally address the two areas of age estimation [4, 21, 20, 23, 8, 22] and age progression [6, 29, 46, 30, 41, 35] . The face age-estimation problem is defined as building computer software that has the ability to recognize the ages of individuals in a given photograph. Comparatively, the face age-progression problem necessitates the more complex capability to predict the future facial likeness of people appearing in images [19] . Aside from the innate curiosity of individuals, research of face aging has its origins in cases of missing persons and wanted fugitives, in either case law enforcement de- Figure 1 : Given an input video, while frame-based approaches produce inconsistent aging features, our videobased method ensures consistency among video frames.
sires plausible age-progressed images to facilitate searches. Accurate face aging also provides benefits for numerous practical applications such as age-invariant face recognition [44, 43, 17] . There have been numerous anthropological, forensic, computer-aided, and computer-automated approaches to facial age-progression. However, the results from previous methods for synthesizing aged faces that represent accurate physical processes involved in human aging are still far from perfect. This is especially so in ageprogressing videos of faces, due to the usual challenges for Table 1 : The comparison of the properties between our video-based approach and other age progression methods.
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ICPGAN [41] TNVP [9] CAAE [46] RFA [40] TRBM [ face processing involving pose, illumination, and environment variation as well as differences between video frames.
There have been two key research directions in age progression for both conventional computer-vision approaches and recent deep-learning methods -one-shot synthesis and multiple-shot synthesis. Both approaches have used facial image databases with longitudinal sample photos of individuals, where the techniques attempt to discover aging patterns demonstrated over individuals or the population represented. In one-shot synthesis approaches, a new face at the target age is directly synthesized via inferring the relationships between training images and their corresponding age labels then applying them to generate the aged likeness. These prototyping methods [2, 15, 33] often classify training images in facial image databases into age groups according to labels. Then the average faces, or mean faces, are computed to represent the key presentation or archetype of their groups. The variation between the input age and the target age archetypes is complimented to the input image to synthesize the age-progressed faces at the requested age. In a similar way, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [46, 41] methods present the relationship between semantic representation of input faces and age labels by constructing a deep neural network generator. It is then combined with the target age labels to synthesize output results.
Meanwhile, in multiple-shot synthesis, the longitudinal aging process is decomposed into multiple steps of aging effects [9, 7, 35, 40, 45] . These methods build on the facial aging transformation between two consecutive age groups. Finally, the progressed faces from one age group to the next are synthesized step-by-step until they reach the target age. These methods can model the long-term sequence of face aging using this strategy. However, these methods still have drawbacks due to the limitations of long-term aging not being well represented nor balanced in face databases.
Existing age-progression methods all similarly suffer from problems in both directions. Firstly, they only work on single input images. Supposing there is a need to synthesize aging faces presented in a captured video, these methods usually have to split the input video into separate frames and synthesize every face in each frame independently which may often present inconsistencies between synthesized faces. Since face images for each frame are synthesized separately, the aging patterns of generated faces of the same subject are also likely not coherent. Furthermore, most aging methods are unable to produce highresolution images of age progression, important for features such as fine lines that develop fairly early in the aging process. This may be especially true in the latent based methods [15, 9, 7, 35, 40, 45] . Contributions of this work: This paper presents a deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach to Video Age Progression to guarantee the consistency of aging patterns in synthesized faces captured in videos. In this approach, the age-transformation embedding is modeled as the optimal selection using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) features under a RL framework. Rather than applying the image-based age progression to each video frame independently as in previous methods, the proposed approach has the capability of exploiting the temporal relationship between two consecutive frames of the video. This property facilitates maintaining consistency of aging information embedded into each frame. In the proposed structure, not only can a smoother synthesis be produced across frames in videos, but also the visual fidelity of aging data, i.e. all images of a subject in different or the same age, is preserved for better age transformations. To the best of our knowledge, our framework is one of the first face aging approaches in videos. Finally, this work contributes a new large-scale face-aging database 1 to support future studies related to automated face age-progression and age estimation in both images and videos.
Related work
This section provides an overview of recent approaches for age progression; these methods primarily use still images. The approaches generally fall into one of four groups, i.e. modeling, reconstruction, prototyping, and deep learning-based approaches.
Modeling-based approaches aim at modeling both shape and texture of facial images using parameterization method, then learning to change these parameters via an aging function. Active Appearance Models (AAMs) have been used with four aging functions in [16, 28] to model linearly both the general and the specific aging processes. Familial facial cues were combined with AAM-based techniques in [24, 29] . [30] incorporated an AAM reconstruction method to the synthesis process for a higher photographic fidelity of aging. An AGing pattErn Subspace (AGES) [14] was proposed to construct a subspace for aging patterns as a chrono- logical sequence of face images. In [38] , AGES was enhanced with guidance faces consisting the subject's characteristics for more stable results. Three-layer And-Or Graph (AOG) [37, 36] was used to model a face as a combination of smaller parts, i.e. eyes, nose, mouth, etc. Then a Markov chain was employed to learn the aging process for each part.
In reconstruction-based approaches, an aging basis is unified in each group to model aging faces. Person-specific and age-specific factors were independently represented by sparse-representation hidden factor analysis (HFA) [45] . Aging dictionaries (CDL) [35] were proposed to model personalized aging patterns by attempting to preserve distinct facial features of an individual through the aging process.
Prototyping-based approaches employed proto-typical facial images in a method to synthesize faces. The average face of each age group is used as the representative image for that group, and these are named the "age prototypes" [33] . Then, by computing the differences between the prototypes of two age groups, an input face can be progressed to the target age through image-based manipulation [2] . In [15] , high quality average prototypes constructed from a large-scale dataset were employed in conjunction with the subspace alignment and illumination normalization.
Recently, Deep learning-based approaches have yielded promising results in facial age progression. Temporal and Spatial Restricted Boltzmann Machines (TRBM) were introduced in [7] to represent the non-linear aging process, with geometry constraints, and to model a sequence of reference faces as well as wrinkles of adult faces. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with two-layer Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) was employed to approximate aging sequences [40] . Also, the structure of Conditional Adversarial Autoencoder (CAAE) was applied to synthesize aged images in [1] . Identity-Preserved Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (IPCGANs) [41] brought the structure of Conditional GANs with perceptual loss into place for synthesis process. A novel generative probabilistic model, called Temporal Non-Volume Preserving (TNVP) transformation [9] was proposed to model a long-term facial aging as a sequence of short-term stages.
Data Collection
The quality of age representation in a face database is one of the most important features affecting the aging learning process and could include such considerations as the number of longitudinal face-image samples per subject, the number of subjects, the range and distribution of age samples overall, and the population representation presented in the database. Previous public databases used for age estimation or progression systems have been very limited in the total number of images, the number of images per subject, or the longitudinal separation of the samples of subjects in the database, i.e. FG-NET [10] , MORPH [31] , AgeDB [27] . Some recent ones may be of larger scale but have noise within the age labels, i.e. CACD [3] , IMDB-WIKI [32] . In this work we introduce an extension of Aging Faces in the Wild (AGFW-v2) in terms of both image and video collections. Table 2 presents the properties of our collected AGFW-v2 in comparison with others.
Image dataset
AGFW [7] was first introduced with 18,685 images with individual ages sampled ranging from 10 to 64 years old. Based on the collection criteria of AGFW, a doublesized database was desired. Compared to other age-related databases, most of the subjects in AGFW-v2 are not public figures and less likely to have significant make-up or facial modifications, helping embed accurate aging effects during the learning process. In particular, AGFW-v2 is mainly collected from three sources. Firstly, we adopt a search engine using different keywords, e.g. male at 20 years old, etc. Most images come from the daily life of non-famous subjects. Besides the images, all publicly available meta-data related to the subject's age are also collected. The second part comes from mugshot images that are accessible from public domain. These are passport-style photos with ages reported by service agencies. Finally, we also include the Productive Aging Laboratory (PAL) database [26] . In total, AGFW-v2 consists of 36,299 images divided into 11 age groups with a span of five years. 
Video dataset
Along with still photographs, we also collected a video dataset for temporal aging evaluations with 100 videos of celebrities. Each video clip consists of 200 frames. In particular, searching based on the individuals' names during collection efforts, their interview, presentation, or movie sessions were selected such that only one face, in a clear manner, is presented in the frame. Age annotations were estimated using the year of the interview session versus the year of birth of the individual. Furthermore, in order to provide a reference for subject's appearance in old age, the face images of these individuals at the current age are also collected and provided as meta-data for the subjects' videos.
Video-based Facial Aging
In the simplest approach, age progression of a sequence may be achieved by independently employing image-based aging techniques on each frame of a video. However, treating single frames independently may result in inconsistency of the final aged-progressed likeness in the video, i.e. some synthesized features such as wrinkles appear differently across consecutive video frames as illustrated in Fig.  1 . Therefore, rather than considering a video as a set of independent frames, this method exploits the temporal relationship between frames of the input video to maintain visually cohesive age information for each frame. The aging algorithm is formulated as the sequential decision-making process from a goal-oriented agent while interacting with the temporal visual environment. At time sample, the agent integrates related information of the current and previous frames then modifies action accordingly. The agent receives a scalar reward at each time-step with the goal of maximizing the total long-term aggregate of rewards, emphasizing effective utilization of temporal observations in computing the aging transformation employed on the current frame.
Formally, given an input video, let I ∈ R d be the image domain and X t = {x The conditional term indicates the temporal constraint needs to be considered during the synthesis process. To learn G effectively, we decompose G into sub-functions as.
where Based on this decomposition, the architecture of our proposed framework (see Fig. 2 ) consists of three main processing steps: (1) Feature embedding; (2) Manifold traversal; and (3) Synthesizing final images from updated features. In the second step, a Deep RL based framework is proposed to guarantee the consistency between video frames in terms of aging changes during synthesis process.
Feature Embedding
The first step of our framework is to learn an embedding function F 1 to map x t y into its latent representation F 1 (x t y ). Although there could be various choices for F 1 , to produce high quality synthesized images in later steps, the chosen structure for F 1 should produce a feature representation with two main properties: (1) linearly separable and (2) detail preserving. On one hand, with the former property, transforming the facial likeness from one age group to another age group can be represented as the problem of linearly traversing along the direction of a single vector in feature domain. On the other hand, the latter property guarantees a certain detail to be preserved and produce high quality results. In our framework, CNN structure is used for F 1 . It is worth noting that there remain some compromises regarding the choice of deep layers used for the representation such that both properties are satisfied. Linear separability is preferred in deeper layers further along the linearization process while details of a face are usually embedded in more shallow layers [25] . As an effective choice in several image-modification tasks [12, 13] , we adopt the normalized VGG-19 2 and use the concatenation of three layers {conv3 1, conv4 1, conv5 1} as the feature embedding.
Manifold Traversing
Given the embedding F 1 (x t y ), the age progression process can be interpreted as the linear traversal from the younger age region of F 1 (x t y ) toward the older age region of F 1 (x t o ) within the deep-feature domain. Then the Manifold Traversing function M can be written as in Eqn (3).
where α denotes the user-defined combination factor, and Δ x t |X 1:t−1 encodes the amount of aging information needed to reach the older age region for the frame x t y conditional on the information of previous frames.
Learning from Neighbors
In order to compute Δ is estimated by: two sets, conditions apart from age difference should be sufficiently similar between the two sets and subtracted away in Δ 
Deep RL for Neighbor Selection
A straightforward technique of choosing the neighbor sets for x t y in young and old age is to select faces that are close to x t y based on some closeness criteria such as distance in feature domain, or number of matched attributes. However, since these criteria are not frame-interdependent, they are unable to maintain visually cohesive age information across video frames. Therefore, we propose to exploit the relationship presented in the image pair {x Each time a new neighbor is selected, the neighbor sets of x t y are updated and received a reward based on estimating the similarity of embedded aging information between two frames. As a result, the agent can iteratively explore an optimal route for selecting neighbors to maximize the long-term reward. Fig. 3 illustrates the process of selecting neighbors for age-transformation relationship.
State:
The state at i-th step s Policy Network: At each time step i, the policy network first encodes the information provided in state s t i as
where F .N where each entry indicates the probability of selecting sample x j for step i. It is noticed that the N + 1-th value of p indicates an action that there is no need to update the neighbor sets in this step. During training, an action a t i is taken by stochastically sampling from this probability distribution. During testing, the one with highest probability is chosen for synthesizing process.
State transition: After decision of action a at step i. In our proposed framework, the reward is chosen to measure aging consistency between video frames as.
Notice that in this formulation, we align all neighbors of both previous and current frames to x t y . Since the same alignment operator A(·, x t y ) on all neighbor sets of both previous and current frames is used, the effect of alignment factors, i.e. poses, expressions, location of the faces, etc., can be minimized in r 
Synthesizing from Features
After the neighbor sets of x t y are selected, the Δ (6) [25] .
where R V β represents the Total Variation regularizer encouraging smooth transitions between pixel values.
Experimental Results

Databases
The proposed approach is trained and evaluated using training and testing databases that are not overlapped. Particularly, the neighbor sets are constructed using a largescale database composing face images from our collected AGFW-v2 and LFW-GOOGLE [39] . Then Policy network is trained using videos from 300-VW [34] . Finally, the video set from AGFW-v2 is used for evaluation.
LFW-GOOGLE [39] : includes 44,697 high resolution images collected using the names of 5,512 celebrities. This Figure 5 : Age Progression Results. Given different frames of a subject, our approach can consistently synthesized the faces of that subject at different age groups. database does not have age annotation. To obtain the age label, we employ the age estimator in [32] for initial labels which are manually corrected as needed after estimation. 300-VW [34] : includes 218595 frames from 114 videos. Similar to the video set of AGFW-v2, the videos are movie or presentation sessions containing one face per frame.
Implementation Details
Data Setting. In order to construct the neighbor sets for an input frames in young and old ages, images from AGFWv2 and LFW-GOOGLE are combined and divided into 11 age groups from 10 to 65 with the age span of five years.
Model Structure and Training. For the policy network, we employ a neural network with two hidden layers of 4096 and 2048 hidden units, respectively. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation is adopted for each hidden layer. The videos from 300-VW are used to train the policy network.
Computational time. Processing time of the synthesized process depends on the resolution of the input video frames. It roughly takes from 40 seconds per 240 × 240 frame or 4.5 minutes per video frame with the resolution of 900 × 700. We evaluate on a system using an Intel i7-6700 CPU@3.4GHz with an NVIDIA GeForce TITAN X GPU.
Age Progression
This section demonstrates the validity of the approach for robustly and consistently synthesizing age-progressed faces across consecutive frames of input videos.
Age Progression in frontal and off-angle faces. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate our age-progression results across frames from AGFW-v2 videos that contain both frontal and offangle faces. From these results, one can see that even in case of frontal faces (i.e. the major changes between frames come from facial expressions and movements of the mouth and lips), or off-angle faces (i.e. more challenging due to the pose effects in the combination of other varia- Figure 6 : Comparisons between age progression approaches. For each subject, the top row shows frames in the video at a younger age. The next three rows are our results, TNVP [9] and Face Transformer [11] , respectively. tions), our proposed method is able to robustly synthesize aging faces. Wrinkles of soft-tissue areas (i.e. under the subject's eyes; around the cheeks and mouth) are coherent robust between consecutive synthesized frames. We also compare our methods against Temporal Non-volume Preserving (TNVP) approach [9] and Face Transformer (FT) [11] in Fig. 6 . These results further show the advantages of our model when both TNVP and FT are unable to ensure the consistencies between frames, and may result in different age-progressed face for each input. Meanwhile, in our results, the temporal information is efficiently exploited. This emphasizes the crucial role of the learned policy network.
Aging consistency. Table 3 compares the aging consistency between different approaches. For the consistency measurement, we adopt the average inverted reward r −1 of all frames for each synthesis video. Furthermore, to validate the temporal smoothness, we firstly compute the optical flow, i.e. an estimation of image displacements, between frames of each video to estimate changes in pixels through time. Then we evaluate the differences ( 2 -norm) between the flows of the original versus synthesis videos. From these results, one can see that policy network has consistently and robustly shown its role on maintaining an appropriate aging amount embedded to each frame, and, therefore, producing smoother synthesis across frames in the output videos.
Video Age-Invariant Face Recognition
The effectiveness of our proposed approach is also validated in terms the performance gain for cross-age face verification. With the present of RL approach, not only is the consistency guaranteed, but also are the improvements made in both matching accuracy and matching score deviation. We adapt one of the state-of-the-art deep face matching models in [5] for this experiment. We set up the face verification as follows. For all videos with the subject's age labels in the video set of AGFW-v2, the proposed approach Figure 7 : The distributions of the matching scores (of each age group) between frames of original and age-progressed videos against real faces of the subjects at the current age.
is employed to synthesize all video frames to the current ages of the corresponding subjects in the videos. Then each frame of the age-progressed videos is matched against the real face images of the subjects at the current age. The matching scores distributions between original (young) and aged frames are presented in Fig. 7 . Compared to the original frames, our age-progressed faces produce higher matching scores and, therefore, improve the matching performance over original frames. Moreover, with the consistency during aging process, the score deviation is maintained to be low. This also helps to improve the overall performance further. The matching accuracy among different approaches is also compared in Table 3 to emphasize the advantages of our proposed model.
Conclusions
This work has presented a novel Deep RL based approach for age progression in videos. The model inherits the strengths of both recent advances of deep networks and reinforcement learning techniques to synthesize aged faces of given subjects both plausibly and coherently across video frames. Our method can generate age-progressed facial likenesses in videos with consistently aging features across frames. Moreover, our method guarantees preservation of the subject's visual identity after synthesized aging effects.
